Accessibility Plan - DDA outcomes: 2022-2023

Activity

Responsible

Timescale

Outcome/Response

Comments re correspondence from school:
No all information is shared, however maybe sometimes there is a
delay on information e.g. meeting for Kingswood Trip advised on the
afternoon of Monday for a meeting on Tuesday. As a working mom
it makes it really difficult to get out of work at short notice.
I do find it difficult to access the school curriculum, I had to ask for a
weekly timetable to be provided. I think this should be accessible on
the website for each class with the main topics for each subject for
each term.

ZR

ZR

I wish letters were sent out. I quite often miss letters and trip
information from the parent mail app. I do prefer having a letter
sent home so I can pin to diary to keep a track of any important
dates.
The communication between the school and the parents needs
some serious work. Either given no information regarding changes
or only bits and having to try and figure out the rest on our own.

ZR

letters from school spellings

ZR

Too many apps with everything here there and everywhere not
having paper copies makes it hard to remember to keep looking
online for information- upcoming events etc
Would prefer letters to be sent rather than online sometimes you
can miss things especially when you've got a number of different
apps with children in different schools

Immediately

Agree and apologise that the meeting for Kingswood was sent out
too late. This was a missed date. We plan an annual diary with
meetings planned and shared regularly.

The school curriculum is online. However, we do not currently
have class areas. We do plan to develop this is 2022-2023. All
lessons are uploaded to school’s remote learning platform,
Showbie.

Parentmail is out main communication method. Any parent who
requires paper copies just needs to make the school office aware.
We send out fortnightly Newsletters on Parentmail and facebook.
An annual calendar is also sent out to parents at the beginning of
the school year.

ZR
All school spellings are available on remote learning platform and
on school website. Paper copies are also available.
We are looking at ways to reduce the amount of apps school use.

1

School website no longer displays Facebook and twitter feeds and
unless I use Facebook miss out on information
ZR
Facebook is still accessible from the school website. Twitter is no
longer used following previous parent feedback.

More detail when sending information about after school activities
such as top hat club I didn't know what my child would be doing
when in the club.
ZR
Parents evening should be face -face not online

"Didn't appreciate 2 days notice regarding World Book Day!
Being a full time working parent I struggled to put together a
costume for my child to wear after having only 2 days notice."

We will look to expand information sent out in letters to try and
ensure parents understand. We will also make both teachers and
children aware.

In 2022-2023 parents evening will be delivered both through
Showbie and 1:1.
ZR

ZR

Parents were advised of the world book day date in the diary
dates sent to parents at the beginning of the school year. It has
also been shared in Newsletters from January onwards.

School website comments:
The website should be more interactive and gives access to more
information

ZR

On the school website would be good to easy access the half term
dates.

ZR

if posting on Facebook someone should answer queries. we've had
no answers back to questions a couple of times.

ZR

In my opinion, the most important and current information could be
sent via SMS. This type of communication is most suitable for
everyone.

We would appreciate all suggestions and feedback. We will
contact individual directly to attain what information is required.
These are included on the website and located under
Parents/School Calendar.
Feedback messages are always answered directly to the person. If
you have not received an answer, please contact school directly
and we will query this with our IT support.
We do use texts as a reminder however this method is not
suitable for longer messages where we have to give parents a lot
of information.

ZR

2

Comments when coming into school:
We find it difficult sometimes when the old gate next to the new
walk way for year 6 that has been built is always locked after 3pm
(next to year 6 gate). I don't have access to walk through there to
get to the other side especially with a little child - we have to walk
all the way round to get into the playground. I kindly ask that the
gates are open at the right time so parents can access the gates
especially at the end of the day when you need to pick the kids up
and not have to walk all the way round.

ZR

open case on street light which is tilted and orange neon Road
works barrier left on pavement

ZR

No, as often cars are all over the road, parking in location where
they shouldn't make it a complete harzard to walk to the school,
people parking within drive ways (when they shouldn't be) no
regard for young students trying to walk to and back from school, let
alone adults. Have had numerous conversations with drivers to
watch how and where they park and drive.
Too many cars parked on the road which makes it hard sometimes
for incoming cars to gain access.
Too many cars parked on the road and makes it hard for incoming
cars to gain access. sometimes cars parked too close to junctions
and makes it hard to turn.
cars should not be allowed to park outside school gates Florence
avenue is often blocked by the parents who drop the children in the
morning (not the main gate but the one in the corner, where only
certain classes are going into school). Parents park their cars on the
bend blocking the road. No visibility for oncoming traffic. Even
worse when they park on both sides of the road so no one can
move. Parking on the paths and blocking it completely.
needs a wider space

Gates are now all opened, this was during Covid.

We will continue to give reminders to parents. Markers have now
been added.
Staggered opening continues.

3

The pathway at the back of the school is too narrow. When the field
is muddy quite tricky to wait for the kid to come out from the
classroom.
Think need to make wider.
By the tyres pathway to pink class the mud has been eroded away
and the kerb stones stand proud of surrounding land which could be
a trip hazard for the children coming from the tyres to the path.
Think need to make [path wider so parents can go past and wait by
door instead of on wet grass/mud.
Need to ask parents not block the path by standing in the middle of
the path talking, mainly around main exits.

ZR

We have requested help with this from LA as school would not be
able to widen without increased budget as cost would be
extensive.

ZR

"The alleyway down the side of the old Rookery Tavern is always
overgrown, littered with rubbish and sometimes dangerous. It is the
easiest route for us, but very unpleasant to use!"
ZR
Additional Comments:

We have put a reminder out to parents regarding this. It was
done in our June 2022 newsletter (number 18).

Lanesfield has great communication with parents.
Everything is good.

We have highlighted this to highways. We would ask parents to
report ongoing issues to 101 so we can get some action.

4

